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The Official Committee of Equity Security Holders (the "Equity Committee")

appointed in the above-captioned jointly-administered chapter 11 cases (the "Chapter 11 Cases")

of Chemtura Corporation ("Chemtura") and its affiliated debtors and debtors in possession

(collectively, the "Debtors"), by and through its undersigned counsel, hereby moves this Court

(this "Termination Motion") for the entry of an order, substantially in the form attached hereto

as Exhibit A terminating the exclusive periods during which only the Debtors may file a chapter

11 plan (the "Filing Exclusivity Period") and solicit acceptances thereof (the "Solicitation

Exclusivity Period," and together with the Filing Exclusivity Period, the "Exclusivity Periods").

In support of the Termination Motion, the Equity Committee respectfully represents as follows:

Introduction

1. Based largely upon the persistent efforts of a robust Equity Committee, the

Debtors now acknowledge (at least tacitly) in their proposed plan of reorganization (the

"Debtors' Plan") that there is value for equity. The Debtors' Plan is fatally flawed because it

woefully sells short the current equity holders by providing them a mere 5% ownership stake in

the reorganized company -- and then only if the Equity Committee votes in favor of the Debtors'

Plan; otherwise, the projected recovery to equity ranges from a negligible 0.5% to 9%.

2. In sponsoring their plan, the Debtors have rejected the premise behind the

Equity Committee's alternative plan of reorganization (the "EC Plan") which, as set forth below,

is fully funded, pays all creditors in full, and provides substantially more value to the current

equity holders. As the Debtors now acknowledge that the equity holders are the fulcrum security,

whose interests therefore should be paramount, they should be faithfully executing their

fiduciary duties by actively supporting and sponsoring the superior EC Plan.
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3. Instead, the Debtors have chosen to align themselves with their creditors,

whose support they procured by proposing a plan that would distribute to creditors more value

than the amount of their properly allowed claims -- and this improper largesse is proposed to be

paid out of the equity holders' pockets. Under these circumstances, the Debtors must bear a

heavy burden to justify the continued privilege of their oft-extended period of exclusivity to

facilitate what clearly is a non-confirmable plan.

4. As there is no justification for the Debtors' actions, the exclusivity period

should be terminated now. The Debtors' Plan is fatally flawed because its fundamental

underlying premise is not the maximization of value to all stakeholders. Rather, the driving

force behind the Debtors' Plan is the Debtors' desire to run a company with an unnecessarily low

leverage profile, as evidenced by the Debtors repeatedly informing the Equity Committee that it

was "more comfortable" operating a post-emergent company with less leverage than is

contemplated under the fully funded EC Plan.

5. The Debtors' Plan is tailored to hit management's "comfort zone" rather

than maximize value. Thus, in order to lower the Company's leverage, the Debtors propose

transferring substantial value out of the equity holders' pockets in order to make unnecessary up

front settlement payments to creditors whose claims clearly should ride through bankruptcy or be

reinstated.

6. For example, the Debtors propose to retire the 2016 Notes, including

paying an unnecessary $50 million up-front "make-whole" settlement, and to pay $20 million up

front to satisfy completely meritless "no-call" claims by the 2026 Noteholders. As the 2016

Notes have extremely Debtor-friendly terms under current market conditions, there is no sound

reason to pay them off 5 years early under the best of circumstances, but the offer to pay a $50
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million "penalty" (not supported by fact or law) out of the pockets of the equity owners is a

fiscally unwise decision that borders on the absurd.

7. The Debtors also propose to make an up front payment of $50 million to

the Debtors' pension plan, allegedly to mollify the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation (the

"PBGC"), notwithstanding that these payments are not legally required, and there is no basis for

the PBGC to terminate the pension plans – and the Debtors have proffered no evidence to the

contrary.

8. Finally, the Debtors also propose to make unknown and potentially huge

up front payments into a reserve to settle diacetyl claims that should properly be paid in the

ordinary course if and when they ever materialize – just as the many other companies facing such

liabilities do.

9. These economically irrational up front payments can only be explained by

the Debtors' animating goal to hit management's leverage bogey of $750 million of post-

emergence debt. In order to arrange support for that goal, the Debtors' Plan provides an

unjustified windfall to creditors, and funds this windfall on the backs of the equity owners. Thus,

the Debtors are sponsoring a plan that is inimical to their primary fiduciary duty to maximize

value for all stakeholders, including the true owners of the Company. And, because the Debtors'

Plan pays creditors more than the allowed amount of their claims, it is non-confirmable as a

matter of law.

10. In stark contrast, the Equity Committee's alternative plan is the only

existing plan that can be confirmed. As set forth below, it is fully funded, pays creditors in full,

reinstates the Debtor-friendly 2016 Notes, provides commitments for at least $470 million in

new equity investments, maintains an eminently sustainable $1.3 billion of leverage, and
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provides substantially more value to the current equity holders than the Debtors' Plan. As

between these two competing plans, there can be little doubt that the EC Plan truly maximizes

value for all stakeholders.

11. The Equity Committee respectfully suggests that the Court not be

sidetracked by the Debtors' and the Official Committee of Unsecured Creditors' (the "UCC")

expected response that the EC Plan is flawed from a feasibility standpoint. The Equity

Committee is confident that its plan is feasible and the time for resolving feasibility disputes is at

the confirmation stage, not now. Having said that, it bears emphasis that the Equity Committee's

financial advisors have tested the ultimate arbiter of feasibility -- the free market-- and the

verdict is in. Investors are willing to put up their money based on the EC Plan, and UBS has

provided a highly confident letter on its ability to raise financing for the fully funded alternative

plan (the "Highly Confident Letter").

12. Moreover, given the Debtors' and the UCC's initial vociferous insistence,

now discredited, that the Debtors were hopelessly insolvent, their untested views on feasibility

surely do not merit deference. To the contrary, this case exemplifies the need to subject the

Debtors' views of feasibility to the rigors of full discovery and cross-examination. Every dollar

the Debtors give away in meritless settlements – $120 million in make-whole, no-call and PBGC

payments alone - is a dollar that belongs to the stockholders, and every dollar of debt that the

Debtors refuse to incur because they are wedded to an unreasonably low amount of leverage

dilutes existing equity’s percentage ownership at emergence, which in turn limits existing

equity’s participation in a future share of any growth in equity value.

13. In contrast, the Equity Committee seeks to promptly file the EC Plan,

which maximizes value for the benefit of all stakeholders while achieving recoveries to
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Chemtura's stockholders superior to the recoveries presented in the Debtors’ Plan. The EC Plan

is not a "pie-in-the-sky" negotiating position. It is a reasonably financed plan that is premised on

committed new equity capital and raising debt financing at a sustainable amount of leverage,

reinstating certain noteholder claims and eliminating meritless settlement payments.

14. As more fully set forth in the term sheet of the EC Plan, attached hereto as

Exhibit B,1 the salient features of the EC Plan include:

 Infusion of $470 million in new equity;

 Providing significantly more of the reorganized equity to current stockholders, even
absent participation in the contemplated rights offering under the EC Plan;

 Reinstating the 2016 Notes, thereby (a) eliminating a $50 million “make whole”
settlement and (b) preserving a valuable asset of the estate (i.e. low cost debt);

 Eliminating the $20 million in full payment in respect of the 2026 Notes since the
holders of this low coupon debt will receive a benefit from repayment and thus have
no valid claim to damages

 Emerging with a sustainable amount of leverage at $1.3 billion (consisting of $800
million in new debt and reinstating the $500 million of 2016 Notes), which provides
existing stockholders with a greater recovery than the 9% under the Debtors’ Plan;

 Reinstating diacetyl claims and paying those claims in the ordinary course;

 Forgoing $50 million in contributions to the Debtors' U.S. pension plans (which were
only proposed to pacify the PBGC -- a member of the UCC), which is neither
required by law nor likely to result in a forced termination if not paid; and

 Granting existing stockholders the opportunity to invest $135 million more in a rights
offering than is contemplated by the Debtors’ Plan.

15. Thus, under the terms of the EC Plan, the Debtors will emerge from these

Chapter 11 Cases with sufficient cash flow to meet both near term and long term obligations,

1 This term sheet was initially proffered to the Debtors as a settlement proposal in furtherance of settlement
discussions. Certain information that is non-public has been redacted from the attached term sheet. Also
attached as Exhibit C is the Highly Confident Letter from UBS.
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making the EC Plan a superior and viable alternative to the Debtors' proposal in that, among

other things: (a) contingent claims are passed through rather than settled at existing equity's

expense, (b) leverage is set at a more appropriate level which in turn limits dilution of the

Debtors' stockholders, (c) certain low cost debt instruments are reinstated in order to achieve

significant savings in future interest expense, (d) the gratuitous "make whole" settlement

embodied in the Debtors' Plan is eliminated, and (e) "no call" penalties and incremental pension

contributions that have no legal basis are eliminated.

16. Because the equity holders have the most at risk if the reorganized Debtors

are too highly levered, the EC Plan strikes a balance between the amount of equity and debt to be

funded upon emergence. Notably, the willingness of certain sophisticated investors to invest

$470 million in new funds under the EC Plan behind $1.3 billion in total debt (consisting of $800

million in new debt and reinstatement of the $500 million of 2016 Notes), together with UBS'

Highly Confident Letter, supports the leverage embodied in the EC Plan and the feasibility of

reorganization on these terms. These sophisticated market participants have thoroughly analyzed

the EC Plan and concluded that the Debtors will have sufficient cash flow to meet its obligations

both in the near and long term.

17. Under the circumstances, cause undeniably exists to terminate exclusivity.

It is now abundantly apparent that the Debtors are unwilling to pursue a plan that maximizes

value for equity and have instead elected to (a) improvidently settle questionable claims to

unnecessarily pacify noteholders and other creditors who are already being paid in full with a

settlement amount that dwarves the total value of equity recoveries under the Debtors' Plan, and

(b) restrict current equity holders from a meaningful participation in a rights offering in favor of

creditors who are already receiving windfall recoveries at the expense of the fulcrum security
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holders. Given that the Equity Committee stands ready, willing, and able to propose an alternate

plan that provides greater value for all stakeholders and does not squander recoveries on

unnecessary and gratuitous settlements and payments, the Court should terminate exclusivity and

permit the Equity Committee to pursue the EC Plan on a parallel track with the Debtors’ Plan.

Background

18. On March 18, 2009, the Debtors filed voluntary petitions under chapter 11

of the Bankruptcy Code in the United States Bankruptcy Court for the Southern District of New

York (the "Court"). Since the petition date, the Debtors have sought and obtained four

extensions of their Exclusivity Periods. On June 17, 2010, the Court entered an order granting

the Debtors' fourth exclusivity motion. The Debtors' Filing Exclusivity Period is now set to

expire on September 18, 2010 and the Solicitation Exclusivity Period is now set to expire on

November 17, 2010.

19. On December 29, 2009, the Office of the United States Trustee for the

Southern District of New York (the "U.S. Trustee") appointed the Equity Committee, which is

now comprised of Chemtura's Employee Stock Fund, two individual investors and two

institutions.2 Since its appointment, the Equity Committee has zealously pursued proposal of a

plan of reorganization that maximizes value for all stakeholders.

20. Since its appointment, the Equity Committee has tried to work

constructively with the Debtors to develop a consensual plan of reorganization that maximizes

value for the estates. The Debtors led the Equity Committee to believe that the Debtors were

2 On January 7, 2010, the U.S. Trustee filed the First Amended Appointment of Committee of Equity Security
Holders and on January 12, 2010, the U.S. Trustee filed the Second Amended Appointment of Committee of
Equity Security Holders. The current members of the Equity Committee are: Strategic Value Master Fund, Ltd.
c/o Strategic Value Partners, Kwok S. Wong, Canyon Capital Advisors LLC, Chemtura Corporation Employee
Savings Plan Fiduciary Counselors Inc., and Pete Esmet.
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willing to work cooperatively with the Equity Committee toward developing a consensual plan

of reorganization. However, in stark contrast to their professed desire to reach a consensus with

the Equity Committee, the Debtors have filed the Debtors' Plan, which transfers value that

rightfully belongs to the Debtors' stockholders to creditors. Indeed, although the Equity

Committee has been able to obtain information from management after many efforts and

constant prodding, the Equity Committee believes that portions of the Debtors’ Plan remain

unsupported and fail to maximize value for all stakeholders.3

21. On June 17, 2010, the Debtors filed the Debtors' Plan and a related

disclosure statement (the "Disclosure Statement"). The Debtors' Plan and Disclosure Statement

project recoveries to existing Chemtura stockholders ranging from 0.5% to 9% of the equity in

reorganized Chemtura if the stockholder class votes to reject the Debtors’ Plan, and Chemtura's

stockholders receiving 5% of the equity in the reorganized Chemtura if the stockholder class

votes in favor of the Debtors' Plan. One of the reasons that the Debtors’ Plan returns such a low

level of ownership to shareholders is the payment of meritless cash settlements to various

noteholder and other constituents that do not make financial sense or have any legal basis, and an

unreasonably low level of leverage. For example, the Debtors’ Plan includes settlements, such

as paying the holders of the 2016 Notes a $50 million “make whole” settlement, that is not

supported by law and, it cannot be disputed, becomes unnecessary if the 2016 Notes are

reinstated, as they should be. In addition, a proposed $50 million cash contribution to the

Debtors’ U.S. pension plans is without legal support and should not be paid. Incredibly, in

addition to the unwarranted cash settlements, the Debtors' Plan caps the amount of new equity

3 Moreover, despite many requests, the Equity Committee is still lacking information essential to evaluating
many items that form the basis for the Debtors’ Plan, including, most notably, the propriety of the various
settlements.
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that may be purchased by the equity holders through the rights offering and thus captures the

lion's share of the equity upside for their preferred constituents.

22. By choosing this course, the Debtors have turned a blind eye to the

superior plan proposals presented by the Equity Committee during months of negotiations with

the Debtors and have unjustly foreclosed the Equity Committee's participation in plan

negotiations. Instead, the Debtors are neglecting the fulcrum security holders to propose a plan

that grants a windfall to creditors, undertakes an unnecessarily low debt level, and effectively

equitizes payments to creditors. Left out of the Debtors' largesse are the Debtors' stockholders –

holders of the fulcrum security and the actual owners of Chemtura – including the retail investors

who bought Chemtura stock as a long- or short-term investment and the employees whose

pensions are funded with that stock.

23. The Debtors’ de facto admission of solvency in the Debtors' Plan is

consistent with prior indicators that there is significant value for stockholders. Since filing the

Chapter 11 Cases, the Debtors' operational and financial performance has improved. Moreover,

business conditions have generally improved in the U.S. market, further strengthening the

Debtors' turnaround efforts. For example, the Debtors refinanced their DIP facility on favorable

terms, and on April 30, 2010, successfully closed on the sale of their PVC business for $20.225

million in cash and non-cash consideration plus assumed liabilities – an order of magnitude

greater than the amount of the stalking-horse bid of $2.056 million. Further, the Court has

expunged thousands of proofs of claim, including tort claims relating to PBDE, representing over

$9 billion in asserted liabilities. See Chemtura Corp., Annual Report (Form 10-K), at 111 (Mar.

2, 2009); Order Granting Objection of the Official Committee of Unsecured Creditors of
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Chemtura Corp., et. al. to the Council for Research on Toxics' Claims Nos. 12051, 12053, and

12055 (May 17, 2010) (Dkt. No. 2689).

Jurisdiction

24. This Court has jurisdiction over the Termination Motion pursuant to 28

U.S.C. §§ 157 and 1334. This is a core proceeding within the meaning of 28 U.S.C. § 157(b)(2).

Venue is proper in this district pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 1408 and 1409. The statutory basis for

the relief sought herein is 11 U.S.C. § 1121(d).

Argument

25. Except as may be extended by a court for cause, section 1121 of the

Bankruptcy Code limits the period of time during which a debtor has the exclusive right to file a

plan of reorganization and solicit acceptances thereof to 120 and 180 days, respectively. See 11

U.S.C. §§ 1121(b), (c). Section 1121(d) of the Bankruptcy Code authorizes a Court to terminate

a debtor's exclusive periods "for cause."

26. In determining whether cause exists to terminate exclusivity, courts apply

a list of non-exclusive factors, including: (a) the size and complexity of the case; (b) the

necessity of sufficient time to permit the debtor to negotiate a plan of reorganization and prepare

adequate information to allow a creditor to determine whether to accept such plan; (c) the

existence of good faith progress towards reorganization; (d) the fact that the debtor is paying its

bills as they become due; (e) whether the debtor has demonstrated reasonable prospects for filing

a viable plan; (f) whether the debtor has made progress in negotiations with its creditors; (g) the

amount of time which has elapsed in the case; (h) whether the debtor is seeking an extension of

exclusivity in order to pressure creditors to submit to the debtor's reorganization demands; and (i)
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whether an unresolved contingency exists. In re Adelphia Commcn's Corp., 336 B.R. 610, 674

(Bankr. S.D.N.Y.) (citations omitted), aff’d, 342 B.R. 122 (S.D.N.Y. 2006).4

27. Notwithstanding these factors, determining whether exclusivity should

continue or terminate depends primarily on whether termination "will move the case forward,"

which amounts to "'a practical call that can override a mere toting up of the factors.'" In re

Adelphia Commcn's Corp., 352 B.R. 578, 590 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 2006) (quoting In re Dow

Corning Corp., 208 B.R. 661, 670 (Bankr. E.D. Mich. 1997)). In other words, "the test is better

expressed as determining whether terminating exclusivity would move the case forward

materially, to a degree that wouldn't otherwise be the case. Certain practical considerations, or

other considerations in the interest of justice, could override, in certain cases, the results after

analysis of the nine factors." Id.

28. In the context of exclusivity, "[t]he Bankruptcy Code, 'recognizes the

legitimate interest of [parties in interest], whose money is in the enterprise as much as the

debtor's, to have a say in the future of the company. '" In re Crescent Beach Inn, Inc., 22 B.R.

155, 160 (Bankr. D. Me. 1982) (citing H.R.Rep.No.595, 95th Cong., 1st Sess., 231-32 (1977)

reprinted in 2 App. Collier on Bankruptcy 231-32 (15th ed. 1982)).

29. As a chapter 11 case progresses, a debtor's burden to continue exclusivity

increases while the burden on those seeking to terminate exclusivity lightens. See In re Mirant

Corp., No. 4-04-CV-476-A, 2004 WL 2250986, at *2 (N.D. Tex. Sept. 30, 2004) ("The debtor's

burden gets heavier with each extension it seeks as well as the longer the period of exclusivity

4 These factors, although referring to creditors, undoubtedly protect equity holders as well. See In re Pub. Serv.
Co. of N.H., 88 B.R. 521, 537 (Bankr. D.N.H. 1988) (the "cause" inquiry involves a "general balancing analysis
to avoid allowing the debtor to hold the creditors and other parties in interest 'hostage' so that the debtor can
force its view of an appropriate plan upon the other parties").
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lasts."); In re Dow Corning Corp., 208 B.R. 661, 664 (Bankr. E.D. Mich. 1997) (noting that a

debtor's "burden gets heavier with each extension . . . and a creditor's burden to terminate gets

lighter with the passage of time").

A. Exclusivity Cannot be Employed as a Tool to Pressure Stockholders

30. Continued exclusivity serves no purpose in these Chapter 11 Cases except

to pressure the Equity Committee and its constituency into accepting the Debtors' sub par Plan.

The Debtors have already filed their Plan and profess to have the support of creditor

constituents.5 Consequently, the Debtors gain no advantage with continued exclusivity. In

contrast, stockholders—who are the true owners of the company—stand to lose millions of

dollars of recoveries under the Debtors’ Plan.

31. The Equity Committee has formulated a plan that maximizes value for all

stakeholders, which is supported by (a) commitments from existing stockholders for at least $470

million in a new equity investment and (b) a letter from UBS indicating it is highly confident of

being able to raise the debt financing called for by the EC Plan. Thus, continuing the Debtors'

Exclusivity Periods serves only to hinder the Equity Committee's pursuit of the EC Plan, insulate

the Debtors' Plan from challenge, and pressure parties to accept the Debtors’ Plan.

32. Exclusivity should not be used in this way: the equity holders who are the

rightful owners of Chemtura should not be marginalized when there are superior plan structures

available. Courts terminate exclusivity when a debtor uses it as a sword, forcing stakeholders to

accept its view of an appropriate plan instead of taking the time to negotiate a consensual plan.

See, e.g., Teachers Ins. & Annuity Ass'n of Am v. Lake in the Woods (In re Lake in the Woods),

5 This is not surprising inasmuch as the Debtors have purchased creditor support by allocating payments to
creditor constituents for amounts that they are not entitled to out of shareholder recoveries.
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10 B.R. 338, 345-46 (E.D. Mich. 1981) ("extensions [of exclusivity] are impermissible if they

are for the purpose of allowing the debtor to prolong reorganization while pressuring a creditor

to accede to its point of view on an issue in dispute"); In re Curry Corp., 148 B.R. 754, 756

(Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 1992) (exclusivity extensions should not be "a tactical device" used to pressure

creditors into accepting an unsatisfactory plan); see also Official Comm. of Unsecured Creditors

v. Henry Mayo Newhall Mem'l Hosp. (In re Henry Mayo Newhall Mem'l Hosp.), 282 B.R. 444,

457 (B.A.P. 9th Cir. 2002) (Marlar, J., concurring) (whether there is "cause" to terminate

exclusivity is a practical question because "Congress simply intended that reason, rather than

tactics, should control a case").

B. The Debtors Will Not be Prejudiced if Exclusivity is Terminated

33. Terminating exclusivity in no way forecloses the Debtors from

proceeding with the Debtors' Plan; it simply grants others the right to file a plan at the same time.

See In re Grossinger's Assocs., 116 B.R. 34, 36 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 1990) (debtor may still

propose a plan after exclusivity terminated). Indeed, allowing the Equity Committee the

opportunity to file the EC Plan might well facilitate discussions and move the parties towards

one consensual plan. See, e.g., In re Pub. Serv. Co. of N.H., 99 B.R. 155, 176 (Bankr. D.N.H.

1989) (termination of exclusive period created a "level playing field" and fostered the negotiation

of a consensual plan of reorganization) (citation omitted); see also In re Mother Hubbard, Inc.,

152 B.R. 189, 195 (Bankr. W.D. Mich. 1993) (observing that competing plans "may additionally

motivate the debtor to more earnestly negotiate an acceptable consensual plan").

34. Nor will terminating exclusivity impose increased costs on the Debtors'

estates. In fact, terminating exclusivity at this time may reduce costs to the estates, because plan

solicitations could go forward together. Appropriate procedures can be implemented so that the
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competing plan and disclosure statement can be filed, solicited and presented for confirmation

simultaneously with the Debtors’ Plan. See, e.g., In re Young Broad., Inc., ___ B.R. ___, No.

09-10645 (AJG), 2010 WL 1544401, at *3 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. Apr. 19, 2010) (confirmation

opinion recounting that the Court approved disclosure statements and solicitation procedures for

competing plans on the same days, and that acceptances of competing plans were solicited on

one ballot). Although there is a hearing on the Disclosure Statement currently scheduled for July

21, 2010, solicitation and confirmation may still be coordinated. See In re Landmark Park Plaza

Ltd. P'ship, 167 B.R. 752, 757-58 (Bankr. D. Conn. 1994) (shortening time on hearing to

consider disclosure statement of competing plan). Indeed, the pending hearing on the Disclosure

Statement makes this Termination Motion all the more timely, because, as described more fully

below, a competing EC Plan would afford the Court the benefit of the market's valuation of the

Debtors' new equity. Absent a competing plan to satisfy the Supreme Court’s market test

requirement, described below, a protracted confirmation battle will likely ensue. Thus, allowing

the Equity Committee the opportunity to file the EC Plan may lower costs to the estates and may

lessen the burned burden on all parties and the Court relating with respect to discovery and

confirmation-related litigation.

C. Holders of the Fulcrum Security Should Have a Leading Voice in How the Debtors'
Value is Created and Maximized

35. Given the Debtors’ own admission of equity value in these cases, together

with the appointment of the Equity Committee tasked with safeguarding existing stockholders'

interests, the Debtors' stockholders are entitled to a leading voice in these reorganization

proceedings through a vote on the EC Plan that fully preserves and protects their interests. See

Crescent, 22 B.R. at 160. As the Court is well aware, many of the Debtors' stockholders have

been actively engaged in these Chapter 11 Cases. This diverse group includes the Debtors' own
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employees, both long- and short-term retail investors, and institutions whose business model is

based on recognizing and rehabilitating undervalued enterprises. All of these diverse interests

are represented on the Equity Committee. Indeed, to deny the Equity Committee the opportunity

to propose an EC Plan that maximizes value for all constituencies and provides certain and fair

value to current stockholders undercuts the U.S. Trustee's appointment of the Equity Committee

in the first place, especially when the Debtors propose a plan that provides existing stockholders

with a pittance while transferring equity value to its creditors.

D. The Debtors are Turning a Blind Eye to the Opportunity to Preserve and Create Equity
Value Achievable in the Current Economic Climate

36. Chemtura's stockholders are entitled to pursue opportunities to maximize

value, particularly in light of the positive developments in the capital markets since the Chapter

11 Cases were filed. The timing of the Debtors' Plan and about-face on plan discussions with the

Equity Committee could not be more ill-timed. Despite recent setbacks, the long-awaited thaw

of the credit markets has finally come to pass and the growth of equity values are commonplace

occurrences in pending reorganizations, as cases such as General Growth and Extended Stay

have recently demonstrated.

37. The Debtors are similarly enjoying the phenomenon of increased values

during the pendency of these Chapter 11 Cases, which is evidenced by the market price for the

Debtors' debt instruments and the sale of the PVC business for ten times more than the stalking

horse bid. With the dramatic rise in the capital markets and the significant improvement in the

high-yield and lending markets since these Chapter 11 Cases were filed, these markets can and

should be accessed to maximize values for all constituencies. Additionally, where the terms of

existing debt are more attractive than that which can be obtained at market, then the Debtors

should take advantage of the reinstatement provisions of the Bankruptcy Code and leave those
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obligations in place. Specifically, the Equity Committee proposes to reinstate the claims of

holders of the 2016 Notes, which will nullify any assertion that a “make whole” premium is due,

which premium would only divert value from stockholders without any tangible benefit.6

38. The Debtors insist on turning a blind eye to undeniable barometers of

market value, consequently, cause exists to terminate the Exclusivity Periods to allow the Equity

Committee to file the EC Plan that capitalizes on the strength of these market forces through

sustainable and affordable exit financing and new equity investment, thereby maximizing value

for all stakeholders.

E. Terminating Exclusivity Creates an Opportunity to Market Test
Both the Debtors' and the Equity Committee's Proposals

39. The EC Plan is superior to the Debtors' Plan because the EC Plan provides

greater and more certain recoveries to Chemtura's stockholders. It is well-accepted that the most

appropriate way to determine the value of a debtor is to subject the plan process to a market test.

Bank of America Nat'l Trust & Sav. Ass'n v. 203 N. LaSalle St. P'ship, 526 U.S. 434, 457-58

(1999). Affording the Equity Committee the same opportunity to propose and solicit

acceptances for an EC Plan premised on returns to existing stockholders will satisfy LaSalle's

market test requirement.

40. The market has spoken. Highly sophisticated third parties have committed

$470 million of new equity financing behind $1.3 billion of debt (consisting of $800 million in

6 A "make-whole" or "no-call" provision in a bond is designed to protect the holder from reinvestment risk and
provide the benefit of duration. As the issuer's prospects improve or interest rates drop after the issuance, the
bondholder benefits at a rate above that which the issuer would pay if it were to refinance the instrument and the
holder were forced to take repayment and reinvest at a lower rate. The Debtors' proposed settlement of the
make-whole and no-call provisions leads to an absurd result because they (i) pay the bondholder in full in cash
and (ii) pay a penalty where the bondholders themselves would object if the Debtors offered to give them the
"benefit" of remaining in their investment and receiving continued payments of low interest.
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new debt and reinstatement of $500 million of 2016 Notes). Significantly, the Equity Committee

has been able to obtain these commitments while the Debtors’ Plan was on file. This is

reinforced by the fact that UBS is highly confident that it can raise the debt financing. The

prudent course is to allow both plans to go forward so that the various constituencies can reach

an informed judgment.

41. Indeed, LaSalle holds that a competing-plan approach, such as that sought

here, is the favored way to market test a debtor's equity value: "Under a plan granting an

exclusive right, making no provision for competing bids or competing plans, any determination

that the price was top dollar would necessarily be made by a judge in bankruptcy court, whereas

the best way to determine value is exposure to a market." Id. at 457 (emphasis added). Courts

have recently terminated exclusivity because of vastly different views of value. See In re TCI 2

Holdings, LLC, No. 09-13654 (JHW) (Bankr. D.N.J. Aug. 27, 2009) (terminating exclusivity

and relying on LaSalle's mandate for a market test) (relevant transcript portion attached hereto as

Exhibit D); see also In re Magnachip Semiconductor Fin. Co., et al., No. 09-12008 (PJW)

(Bankr. D. Del. July 30, 2009) (sua sponte terminating exclusivity when plan sale was

challenged as undervalued) (relevant transcript portion attached hereto as Exhibit E); In re Seitel,

Inc., et al., No. 03-12227 (PJW) (Bankr. D. Del. Nov. 3, 2003) (terminating exclusivity and

allowing the equity committee to file a competing plan based on a determination that the values

espoused by the debtors and the equity committee were disparate and, "in the interest of giving to

the equity holders a full picture of all that is in the cards here, that they should be able to see

what the Equity Committee is offering") (relevant transcript portion attached hereto as Exhibit

F).
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Motion Practice

42. This Termination Motion includes citations to the applicable rules and statutory

authorities upon which the relief requested herein is predicated, and a discussion of their

application to this Termination Motion. Accordingly, the Equity Committee submits that this

Termination Motion satisfies Local Rule 9013-1(a).

Notice

43. Notice of this Termination Motion has been provided to (a) the U.S Trustee; (b)

the Debtors and counsel to the Debtors; (c) counsel to the Official Committee of Unsecured

Creditors appointed in the Chapter 11 Cases; (d) counsel to the agent for the Debtors' prepetition

and postpetition secured lenders; (e) counsel to the ad hoc committee of bondholders; (f) the

indenture trustee for each of the Debtors' outstanding bond issuances; (g) the SEC; (h) the

Internal Revenue Service; and (i) the United States Environmental Protection Agency. The

Equity Committee submits that no other or further notice need be provided.

Conclusion

WHEREFORE, based upon all of the foregoing facts and authorities, the Equity

Committee respectfully requests the Court grant the Termination Motion, terminate the Debtors'

exclusivity periods and permit the Equity Committee to propose and solicit acceptances of an

alternative plan of reorganization.

Dated: New York, New York
July 9, 2010
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